• INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER
• EXECUTIVE BUSINESS MENTOR
• CORPORATE SALES CONSULTANT
• BUSINESS GROWTH EXPERT
Featured in

The World’s #1 ‘Rock Star’ International Speaker, Camilita Nuttall is Founder & President
of Event of Champions®, is a 7-Time Award Winning Corporate Sales & Business Growth
Expert, Executive Business Mentor, Entrepreneur, Author of 3 Books & Property Investor.
Mentioned in Forbes, BBC Business News & Think & Grow Rich for Women, Camilita who
works with companies to increase their PR & profit, create workable systems through strategic
planning, assisting in marketing, determining targets, identifying areas of improvement like
product development, marketing and developing innovative strategies related to the end goal.
This is done through Online Training, 1-2-1 Mentorship, In-House Group Training, One Day
Workshops or Bespoke Systems Analysis.

Top 3 Most Requested Presentations
ALLAN BUTLER
MD of Milo Butler

“Camilita came into my company to
help me grow my sales in September
2016. One part of my business was
losing money month after month. I
hired Camilita to spend 1 day in my
business as we looked at ways to
revolutionise sales and to maximise
profits in less time.
From her extensive knowledge, training
and practical steps in increasing sales
and customer focus, my business
had THE BEST 4th quarter sales
ever with a 300% increase from the
previous year!
I highly recommend Camilita if you
need to grow your sales locally or
internationally.”

If It’s Not Making Money, It’s Not Making Sense
In business if it’s not making money, it’s not making sense. Learn
how to see a good or bad deal from a mile away and create
bigger sales in less time using your current customer base,
social media, networking and events.

7 Steps to 7 Figure Sales®
Ready to expand your business and take it to a whole new level
of success? With Camilita’s 7 Steps to 7 Figure Sales ® you’ll be
able to do just that! Learn how to create a winning Sales Formula
that can quadruple your business.

The 5 Step Tier System to Massive Profit
Discover the New Way of doing business that gives you maximum
profit regardless of what industry you are in, what your products
or services are or the economic times with the use of increased
technology.

BOOK Camilita TODAY: +44 7903 652 280 | info@camilita.com | www.camilita.com

TESTIMONIALS & BOOKING CAMILITA
RAVE REVIEWS
BOB BURG
Author & International
Speaker

From the moment I got here I kept hearing about
Camilita and how she just has such a dynamic way
about her, that she is a force of nature and that
everywhere she went people just gravitated to her.
That’s the person who you want to learn from and
learn with... come to her programme, you’ll be glad
you did.

SHARON LECHTER
Business Strategist,
Mentor, Elite Entrepreneur,
Best Selling Author &
International Speaker
I am excited to have this opportunity to tell you just
a little bit about Camilita Nuttall. Not only does she
talk about you fighting for your future, but it’s about
understanding her passion, her story, it’s unbelievable,
but she did it, she fought for her future and she
succeeded. She could have stopped there and
enjoyed the fruits of her labour but no, she wants
to come to you and make sure that you Live Like
a Champion, because her heart is bigger than the
globe. So please support and follow Camilita Nuttall.
If you truly are not where you want to be and you
want to get to the next step call Camilita, because
you know what, she’ll kick you where you need to
get kicked, she’ll get you to where you need to be.

DELORES PRESSLEY
Producer of the Launch
Live Speaker Success
Summit and appeared on
Oprah
Camilita rocked the house! She was the closing
speaker at the end and it can sometimes be hard
to be the closing speaker but not for Camilita. If you
want someone who is on fire, if you want someone
who is going to move your audience, and not just
move them but move them to action then you need
to book Camilita. I am so delighted that she came
all the way to Cleveland Ohio from the UK to speak
to our audience and I’m telling you, people are still
talking about her. So if you want a specific speaker
who is going to teach your people, who is going to
move your people to action Camilita Nuttall is the
girl. Alright, go book her!

WHY WORK WITH CAMILITA?
Your presentation and training will be tailored to
your specific company needs, so whether you
need her for one hour, one day, one weekend or
one year, Camilita will deliver a bespoke Keynote,
Training, Business Strategy, Workshop, Module
or Series of talks on or offline to ensure maximum
benefit. Not only for your in-house team but those
around the world!

Now what are you looking for?
Keynote Speaker

For 30 minutes up to 2 hours. This is high impact, thought provoking and structured
for maximum impact to get results from your audience quickly.

Workshop Facilitator

Done over a few hours or over one full day. This involves workbooks or seminar
slides with group sessions so that your attendees have time to fully understand each
session, sometimes bringing humour into it to create an atmosphere of ease with full
participation from your group or all involved to bring about maximum results.

Business Growth Strategist

As a Business Growth Strategist Expert, Camilita works with corporates and entrepreneurs
to create bigger sales, develop innovative ideas and assists in the marketing of those
ideas. This generally involves setting goals, determining actions to achieve the goals,
mobilising resources to execute the actions, determine targets for your organisations,
analysing existing strategies and practices, identifying areas for improvement and
developing innovative strategies for best results.

2-3 Day Training Session

We use a mixture of humour, role playing, theory and practical situations to bring out
the best in your audience, we create positive interaction during meal times too, where
we create an environment of collaboration and healthy competition with structured
follow up sessions, team meetings & call to actions even after the event. This
encourages accountability and business growth.

3-6 Months Trainer for your Business

Business success principles very often take time to implement and see huge results.
Hiring Camilita over a period of 3-6 months can help her to truly spend time in the
areas that are most needed in your organisation, plus this allows her to work with the
people who are needing the most help. With Camilita’s 90 Day Game Plan for growth,
global expansion, customer service, support and a customer plan you will have all the
necessary tools you need and the time to make sure implementation is done correctly
to the huge benefit of your team.

YES, I’d like to bring Camilita in to speak/train at my upcoming event/meeting or offer
business growth strategy sessions or mentoring for my team!
Please call Andrew on: +44 7903 65 22 80 or email: info@camilita.com
To arrange a call to speak with Camilita directly: CLICK HERE

BOOK Camilita TODAY: +44 7903 652 280 | info@camilita.com | www.camilita.com

